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(January 11, 2012) 
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Overview

Recall that using pre-selection cuts we were dominated by syst 
error ➜ exclusion limit from full 4.7 fb−1 data was ~ same as 2.1 fb−1 

To improve this we have

 Optimized a simple likelihood (for each MH) to reduce syst
 Finalized optimized cuts for each MH, nJet, lepton category
 Computed trigger efficiency and data/MC efficiency SFs
 Recomputed systematics and exclusion limits  

I will show a very short summary & limits in the next slides. 

Pratima was able to copy/produce the entire “V5” PAT-tuples. 
We plan to reproduce the results/limits using these PAT-tuples in 
the next one week. 
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Recall where we were with 2.1 fb−1

From SVN repository of 
AN-2011/110 (Sept ’11)

L = 2.1 fb−1
From Andrea Benaglia 
presentation, Dec 14
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Clearly we needed to improve S/B ...

Verified by Andrea 
in his presentation 
on December 14.

https://indico.cern.ch/conferenceDisplay.py?confId=157054

Dan presented a detailed rationale for this including several 
illustrated examples during the last CMS week. His slides are at

Conclusion in Dec:
Tightening cuts helps

We decided to pursue 
this in a systematic way
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Optimization of likelihood

See Fan’s presentation in this 
forum last week for details
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An example: from Fan’s slides of last week

Optimize the quantity:

Muon, 2-jets category

A detailed 
documentation of 
these is in progress, 
so that people can 
take a look and 
provide comments/
feedback.
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An example of mjj fit (for normalization)

Muons, 2-jets category, MH = 600 GeV

Signal region ⇒ 
not included in fit

Good description of data

Efficiency corrections applied: see my presentation in this forum on December 7.
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Example of mWW distribution (for limit setting) 
Muons, 2-jets category, MH = 600 GeV

Plot for events in the 
signal region ➜ 65 < 
mjj < 95 GeV. No fit 
here. Just stack the 
backgrounds together. Good description of data. 

Normalization of each component came from mjj fit of the previous slide. W+jets 
shape in the above plot is derived from data sidebands. Efficiency applied.
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Improvement in W+jets shape from data
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Muons, 2-jets 
category, MH 
= 400 GeV

Still derive W+jets 
shape from data 
sidebands as before:

α . SBLow + (1−α) . SBHigh

But, now parametrize this 
shape (using an exponential) 
to get smooth curve. 
Uncertainty in the 
exponential parameter 
determines the systematic 
uncertainty due to shape. To 
compute systematics we take 
extreme values of α: [0, 1].
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Second example: another mass point

Muons, 2-jets category, MH = 400 GeV

Signal region ⇒ 
not included in fit

Good description of data. 
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Statistics-only limit: muon 2-jets only

muon 2-jets category

Significant improvement wrt. loose cuts. 
Should be ~√2 times better after including 
all 4 categories.
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Limit after full syst: muon 2-jets only

muon 2-jets category

Should be ~√2 times better after including 
all 4 categories.
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 This time we do not want to miss the Moriond deadline. We 
were stuck so far due to large systematic uncertainties. Focus 
sharply on reducing the syst error.
•Optimized a simple likelihood (for each MH) to reduce syst
• Use dijet mass (mjj) to derive normalization as before
• Improved data-driven estimation of W+jets shape for mWW

 Reduced systematic uncertainty ➜ improved exclusion limits
• have preliminary result for muon channel 2-jets category
• work ongoing to complete analysis of other three categories

 Working on documentation of all the work in parallel
 Will repeat / reproduce all results using the agreed-upon PAT-

tuples, hopefully in a week’s time scale.

Summary
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